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Michael Floering
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ABSTRACT

This thesis is a supplement to my senior project. For my senior project I 

composed a performance, Another Verse: An Experiment in Interactive/Digital Poetics, 

and a piece of software, Outerverse.net, which is used in the performance. Outerverse.net  

is a multiplayer game/performance geared towards the spontaneous generation of poetic 

texts. It can be accessed online at any time. Another Verse is a physically-situated 

performance, during which attendees write poems together using Outerverse.net. The 

first performance of Another Verse took place on March 19th, 2012 from 4 to 6 PM. A 

second performance took place on April 10th from 3 to 5 PM. Another Verse and 

Outerverse.net explore the process of writing poems simultaneously with other people, 

mediated by specialized software. This writing process consists of a unique mix of 

improvisation, collaboration, and computer interaction. It produces poems that reflect this 

writing process, including some poems that are meaningful as poems in their own right. 

Ultimately, the project is interested in the process and play of writing poems together.

Steve Miles
Division of Humanities
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CHAPTER ONE

Anything But Free: The Poetics of Cyberpoetry

A poem is a small (or large) machine made out of words.
— William Carlos Williams1

Introduction

In this chapter I aim to provide some context for my composition, a project which 

is focused on the production of poetry but dependent on computers. Although many poets 

have investigated what peculiar sorts of poetry could be crafted using digital 

technologies, the practices denoted by the term cyberpoetry are not widely known nor 

widely respected. Cyberpoetry is on the fringes of poetic discourse, and most of the 

books available on the subject are written by critics who consistently publish on 

cyberpoetry (or a close synonym to this term).2 The term and the practices denoted by it 

haven't amassed enough attention from critics or institutions outside of this specialized 

field to be accepted in larger poetics discourse.3 As a result, there is not enough exchange 

between cyberpoetry and other poetry. The hermetic status of cyberpoetry makes it 

difficult to talk about cyberpoetry in terms of conventional poetry. For this reason I spend 

most of this chapter looking at criticism which attempts to distinguish cyberpoetry from 

other poetry. Cyberpoetry's distinctive practices can be meaningful, but poetic change 

1 Williams 256.
2 I prefer to speak of 'cyberpoetry,' but various other terms have been used (almost) interchangeably with 

this one: digital poetry, computer-poetry, electronic poetry or e-poetry. “There is no agreed-upon term 
for digital poetry” (Glazier 181).

3 “... there is no doubt that poetry has entered the digital age … but [cyberpoetry]'s entrance into the field 
has been tentative and its presence has not been widely accepted” (Glazier 153).
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must be checked by poetic and historical continuity.

There are two sections in this chapter, both of which are concerned with the 

question of how we might define cyberpoetry. Cyberpoetry's definition is elusive and 

contested. In the first section, I discuss the generalities of cyberpoetry, including related 

terms, historical origins, and some practices that are normally associated with the term. I 

pursue a definition based on cyberpoetry's features: how can we identify cyberpoetry? In 

this section my discussion relies on Loss Pequeño Glazier's Digital Poetics (2002), the 

first book-length critical treatment of the subject. I also make reference to C.T. 

Funkhouser's New Directions in Digital Poetry (2012). Having posited a basic definition 

of a cyberpoem as a poem which cannot be reproduced in print format and which is  

significantly digital, I examine a cyberpoem, “the dreamlife of letters” (2000) by Brian 

Kim Stefans.4 This poem satisfies our provisional definition of a cyberpoem, but Marjorie 

Perloff, an extremely influential critic in the world of experimental poetry, has argued 

that this poem's digital features are extraneous. Why is this poem unsatisfactory in the 

eyes of the critic? In the second section of this chapter, I seek a definition of cyberpoetry 

that would be more critically viable than our provisional definition. I conduct a close 

reading a creative piece of criticism by Brian Kim Stefans published in his book 

Fashionable Noise: On Digital Poetics (2003). Stefans's approach to cyberpoetry is more 

polemical and particular than the approach taken in the first section, but arguably more 

substantial. Stefans rejects definitions of cyberpoetry which focus on its technological 

features, instead qualifying good cyberpoetry against bad, in terms which are clearly 

4 “the dreamlife of letters” is discussed in Glazier's and Funkhouser's books.
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situated in a larger poetics. While Stefans's arguments are in some ways specific to his 

own project, I argue that his approach to cyberpoetry is exemplary. Finally, I relate some 

of Stefans's arguments to my own project and briefly discuss certain historical (non-

digital) poetic works which resonate with these points.

Cyberpoetry and its Media

What is cyberpoetry, and what distinguishes a cyberpoem from any other poem? 

The question doesn't have a simple answer, but one approach has been to focus on its 

fundamental rupture with print. The issue of the medium is central to Glazier's Digital  

Poetics, in which Glazier argues for the significance of cyberpoetry's engagement with 

different media. This emphasis of media stems largely from from Marshall McLuhan's 

Understanding Media (1964), the book in which McLuhan's axiom that “the medium is 

the message” first appeared. Glazier's book is underscored by the idea that, if the medium 

is the message, a new medium promises revolutionary new messages. Glazier seeks not 

only to justify cyberpoetry's complication of the page, but to chart the use of different 

media and specific technologies for poetic effects. This approach has been termed media-

historical.5 Because media-historical and media-centric approaches pervade discourse on 

cyberpoetry, we might begin by focusing on how the related issues of media and 

technology can be used to frame cyberpoetry.

Discussions of cyberpoetry almost invariably include discussion of hypertext, 

5 Ricardo viii.
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which might suggest that this technology has some special importance to cyberpoetry.6 In 

1963 Ted Nelson first defined hypertext as “a series of text chunks connected by links 

which offer the reader different pathways.”7 It is defined by the World Wide Web 

Consortium as “text which contains links to other texts” and “is not constrained to be[ing] 

linear.”8 Hypertext is the conceptual underpinning to the World Wide Web. Most 

webpages contain hyperlinks to other webpages, and a reader traverses the distance 

between two webpages almost instantly. Though the speed of this exchange may 

distinguish digital hypertext from printed analogues such as foot- and end-notes, 

citations, quotations, epigraphs, and other intertextual references, the difference in speed 

may not mean much in the explication of a cyberpoem. While many digitally-presented 

poems utilize hypertext in or near the poem itself, fashioning non-linear/interlinked texts 

is not a new practice. A text does not need to be digital to be non-linear or hypertextual 

on some level. A stock poetic example of pre-digital hypertext would be Pound's Cantos  

which links itself to many other texts by allusion and other methods. For a non-poetic 

corollary to hypertext, consider an encyclopedia or dictionary.

Hypertext is one of many technologies available to the cyberpoet. Although 

hypertext may be integral to some cyberpoems, it is not essential to every cyberpoem. 

The variety of technologies available to cyberpoetry is a point of excitement for theorists 

such as Glazier, but the general critical reception seems unconvinced that these 

6 Glazier dedicates an entire chapter in Digital Poetics to the technologies behind and the theories of 
hypertext. Approaches to hypertext are also a point of contention in Brian Kim Stefans's “Reflections on 
Cyberpoetry” discussed later in this chapter.

7 Glazier 87; Funkhouser 9.
8 “What is Hypertext?”
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technologies can be of essential importance to a poem.9 Funkhouser writes that “[a]rtists 

engaging in technological processes [i.e. cyberpoets] compound poetry’s already complex 

foundations, resulting in the need for viewers to be prepared to approach the task of 

reading in new ways.”10 The use of digital technologies complicates poetry. Glazier's 

media-historical approach privileges this complication as essential to cyberpoetry, but the 

complicated relationship between a cyberpoem and its technologies may alienate many 

readers.11

Mention of cyberpoetry today still seems to provoke doubt, suspicion, 

disappointment, and even anger, despite the current prevalence of computers in the 

production and distribution of printed and digital texts. Some of the disappointments with 

cyberpoetry seem to come from the realization that many of the poems we might find 

presented on the Web are mediocre print poems in digital disguise. We might invert this 

statement in the interest of a minimal, but positive provisional definition of digital poetry: 

poetry which, at least, cannot be adequately delivered or reproduced in any non-digital 

medium—or better yet, interrogates the possibilities of (written, spoken, seen, or heard) 

language in the digital medium.12 This is the media-historical definition of cyberpoetry, 

poetry which is cyber-. Such a definition does little to separate good cyberpoetry from 

bad, but it does distinguish it from other poetry.

9 See Funkhouser 9.
10 Ibid. 24.
11 “Poetry, for most, already represents an artistic aberration - something moving away from conventional 

diction and presenting perceptual challenges; digital poetry’s inflation of this, through mediated 
expansion, may very well create too large a separation from norms and thus impedes garnering a larger 
readership” (Funkhouser 24).

12 Glazier 163; see also 152.
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Cyberpoetry's Origins in Print

The history of writing poetry with the assistance of computers can be traced back 

to the 1950s when some poets began to write “procedural” poems governed by strict 

compositional rules.13 Procedural works appearing from the 1950s through the 1970s 

introduced the use of invented, fixed instructions and constraints to poetry.14 These works 

were not computer-assisted, but lay the groundwork for the use of programmed routines 

in the composition of poetry. Literary and intermedia works produced by members of the 

Fluxus and Oulipo movements are significant precursors to procedural or “programmed” 

poetry.15 Of particular note are works by Fluxus founders Emmett Williams and Jackson 

Mac Low.16 Mac Low's work, spanning the '50s through the turn of the century, is 

essential to the history of cyberpoetry.17 Mac Low first used chance-operations and 

deterministic procedures for the generation of poems in 1954 and continued to develop a 

variety of programmatic approaches to writing poetry for the rest of his career.18 Mac 

Low also composed performance pieces around his poems, but the poems themselves 

were written for the page. In the late '70s and early '80s several other authors published 

important works of procedural poetry, including Louis Zukofsky's 80 Flowers (1978) and 

13 Ibid. 126.
14 Ibid. 126-127.
15 Various Fluxus artists constructed Flux-boxes or Flux-kits, boxes that contained instructions for the 

generation of a work that would be different each time (Glazier 27-28, 36, 127). Oulipo on the other 
hand was a French movement that investigated “ 'artificial restriction in literature,' a term that means 'a 
constraining method or system or rule that is capable of precise definition' ” (Glazier 128). For a more 
thorough discussion of this material, see Marjorie Perloff, “The Return of the (Numerical) Repressed,” 
in Radical Artifice, 134-170.

16 Glazier 127.
17 Ibid. 132.
18 Ibid. 128.
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poems by John Cage.19 Robert Grenier's Sentences (1978) is congruent with the 

procedural poetries so far discussed, but distinctive for its mode of presentation. 

Sentences consists of 500 very short poems or parts-of-poems, each printed on a 5" x 8" 

index card. These were not bound together, but instead packaged in a box. Sentences 

generates different poems with each reading as the reader traverses the shuffled cards, a 

mode of presentation that becomes germane to cyberpoetry in the decades to follow. 

Though these works do not depend directly on machines for their presentation, they 

incorporate programs and procedures into the process of making poetry.

Cyberpoetic practice of the past two decades diverges from the work of these 

predecessors. Nonetheless a path can be traced from procedural poetry to electronic 

poetry. In 1989 Mac Low began using computers to automate some of his procedures for 

writing print poems.20  Several literary software programs emerged in the late '80s. Most 

of these were oriented towards the composition and delivery of hypertext fiction. But 

some of these programs were used by Mac Low and others in the composition of print 

poems.21 Mac Low continued to write print-oriented poems with the assistance of 

computers through the '90s.22

Poetry composed strictly for electronic media can be roughly divided into two 

eras: poetry before the WWW and poetry after the WWW. The WWW was initiated in 

19 Also worthy of note are Ron Silliman's Tjanting (1981) and Lyn Hejinian's My Life (1987) (Glazier 
132).

20 Glazier 128.
21 These programs include Travesty (Hugh Kenner and Joseph O'Rourke, 1984) and Diastext, which was 

written for Mac Low (Charles O. Hartman, 1989) (Glazier 131).
22 For example, Barnesbook (1996) (Glazier 11).
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1991.23 Cyberpoems produced before the WWW, distributed on CD-ROMs and floppy 

disks, are elusive due to various technical issues.24 C.T. Funkhouser's Prehistoric Digital  

Poetry: An Archaeology of Forms, 1959-1995 (2007) addresses the need for a historical 

study (and archival recovery) of these works, and “illustrates how most of the mechanical 

groundwork for digital poetry was already established by the time the WWW became 

prominent.”25 Poetry after the WWW is the primary focus of Glazier's Digital Poetics, the 

first book-length treatment of electronic poetry. More recently, Funkhouser has conducted 

a series of case studies of recent cyberpoems in his New Directions in Digital Poetry 

(2012). Funkhouser has noted that the first cyberpoems appearing on the Web did not 

depend on the network itself, instead using it as a platform for delivery.26 This was still 

true at the turn of the century.27 However, cyberpoems of the last decade have become 

increasingly multimodal (incorporating several media) and dynamic.28 My own 

composition is dynamic; it uses network technology and user interaction to create 

dynamic poetic experiences. The arrival of such dynamic cyberpoems parallels the arrival 

of certain new technologies. However, it would be hard to imagine these forays into 

dynamic cyberpoetry if it were not for the procedural works of Mac Low, Grenier, and 

others.

23 Funkhouser 9.
24 Glazier 3.
25 Funkhouser 7.
26 Funkhouser 7.
27 Ibid. 10.
28 Ibid. 13; see also 7.
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Cyberpoetry's Critical Reception: A Case Study

Despite the efforts of many poets, it seems that cyberpoetics has not matured as a 

field of critical inquiry.29 For over two decades, poems have been written and presented 

with the assistance of computers. Yet critical engagements with cyberpoetry are still hard-

found.30 Glazier published his Digital Poetics in 2002, which would suggest that digital 

poetry had by that time become an identifiable practice.31 A book-length treatise on the 

subject of “digital poetics” should have made a case for the arrival of the term—and 

without a doubt Glazier's effort is respectable, its results interesting. However, a skeptical 

reader would not be convinced, in reading this volume, that cyberpoetry was anything but 

a strange hobby.

Glazier's book emerged at a time when the web was becoming rapidly more 

accessible, and also when Macromedia (now Adobe) Flash was on its way to internet 

ubiquity. A poem using Flash elements could feature aural accompaniment, visual effects 

such as animation, and interactive elements such as clickable links.32 Flash enabled the 

composition of multimedia experiences which could be accessed in any standard Web 

browser. Funkhouser writes that the importance of Flash to cyberpoetry at the turn of the 

century “cannot be understated.”33 Thus a Flash poem is a good place to test the media-

historical definition of cyberpoetry: are the example poem's digital features essential to it, 

29 “… an audience exists [for digital poetry], and works are valued by those who are able to value them, 
but … digital poetry is still nascent and maturing as a pluralistic artform” (ibid. 21).

30 Both “well-written literature” and “documentary materials” on electronic poetry are sparse (Glazier 6,  
12). Since Digital Poetics, several great additions have been made to the literature on cyberpoetry, but 
critical treatments of specific cyberpoems are still lacking.

31 Glazier 1, 126.
32 Funkhouser 10.
33 Ibid. 10.
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or are they merely flashy?

“the dreamlife of letters” (2000) by Brian Kim Stefans is a Flash-composed poem 

which I find successful in its use of Flash technologies—but Marjorie Perloff, an 

influential critic, does not. It is an interesting case because Stefans wrote several (static) 

concrete poems and only later rewrote these poems into the Flash animation “dreamlife.” 

Many turn-of-the-century cyberpoems are similar to “dreamlife” in that they privilege 

visual poetics, continuing from concrete poetry and other visual poetries.34 One precursor 

to “dreamlife” is bpNichol's “First Screening” (1984), a collection of computer-generated 

videopoems.35 “dreamlife” is congruous with certain historical practices and the practices 

of cyberpoetry contemporary to it, but I argue that it is particularly successful and that its 

use of animation is far from gratuitous. Marjorie Perloff, on the other hand, has argued 

that the static poems that “dreamlife” is based on are better than the digital version, and 

thus the animation is nonessential. As I will demonstrate, “the dreamlife of letters” fulfills  

our definition of cyberpoetry as poetry which is cyber-, but its handling of digital 

technologies fails to impress Perloff, who trivializes its digital aspects. 

“dreamlife” is a visual poem that draws attention to the spatial arrangement of its 

text like a concrete poem would, but introduces a kinetic aspect to poetic space. The 

Electronic Literature Organization describes the poem as  “a poet's playful meditation on 

34 The history of visual poetry in the last century is another strain of cyberpoetry's history that I have not 
emphasized, but which Funkhouser emphasizes. Concrete poetry is an important historical predecessor 
(Funkhouser 12-13). Videopoems, some of them digital, started emerging in the 1960s (12). Ultimately, 
most cyberpoems of the last decade, even if they privilege text, “contain noteworthy visual aspects” 
(13).

35 “First Screening” can now be viewed at several places on the Web, including a streamable video-
recording of the original composition and an emulation. 
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the nature and function of language in kinetic two-dimensional space.”36 “dreamlife” is a 

writing-through of an essay by Rachel Blau DuPlessis; both “dreamlife” and this source-

text were produced for an online 'roundtable' on sexuality and literature which took place 

in 1999, through email, on SUNY Buffalo's Poetics List. Stefans used a peculiar method 

to respond to DuPlessis's text: first he alphabetized the vocabulary of DuPlessis's text and 

created a series of “very short 'concrete' poems based on the chance meeting of words” 

resulting from the alphabetic arrangement.37 Stefans submitted a poem from this series as 

his response to DuPlessis's essay. Discontent with this poem in retrospect, particularly its 

resemblance to a “much older aesthetic” (presumably that of concrete poetry), Stefans 

rewrote the poem into the animated composition “dreamlife.”

“dreamlife” reads like a short film (about 11 minutes long), interested in how 

visual wordplay and animated letters might constitute poetry. No aural accompaniment is 

provided, but the visual play is rewards a sympathetic reader/viewer's attention. 

Interesting juxtapositions occur from the visual arrangements of words, an effect familiar 

to the reader of concrete poetry. Letter-by-letter animations decompose certain words and 

recompose others, a process which often reveals novel similarities, puns, and other 

fleeting relations, as well as emphasizing the  visual forms of the letters. The flow of 

words is generally not hard to follow, though both the rewards to attention and losses of 

attention are quick to pass. “the dreamlife of letters” constructs a space in which transient 

relations between one word and another, and between a word's meaning and its visual 

36 On the webpage where “the dreamlife of letters” is presented.
37 From the author's introduction, embedded in “dreamlife.”
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representation, proliferate.

Conventional grammar is not a concern in this poem, the unit of its grammar 

being the word not the sentence, the structure over time being linear and alphabetical.  

“dreamlife” is interested in the possibilities of a kinetic syntax, a grammar of motion. The 

following sequence unfolds halfway through the piece:

oedipality,
oedipality.
oedipality?
oedipalized

After a moment the letters of these words move and reform into a rapidly rotating O 

made of the words' letters. This O fills the frame. These letters then start falling out of 

frame in a straight line; this line divides the O until all letters have fallen out of frame. 

The viewer learns to expect flamboyant animations such as these. But later, the lines 

“tease,/ tease” appear in large, nearly-transparent print on the screen. The two lines pulse 

in alternation, never becoming fully opaque and never moving, teasing the viewer instead 

of gratifying what they have learned to expect. “dreamlife” incorporates methods of 

concrete poetry, taking up the materiality of word and letter, but situates words and letters 

as actors in motion.

There are other interesting episodes in the poem's progression, but an in-depth 

discussion of the piece is not of interest here as much as its use of multimedia technology 

and thus its relevance to a media-centric definition of cyberpoetry. The piece brings 

Flash's animation capabilities into the realm of poesis (in marked contrast with the e-

cards and advertisements that Flash was often used to construct). “dreamlife” develops 
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certain formal consistencies—a recurrent emphasis on orbicular letters, such as the O 

discussed above—which could indeed gratify closer readings. The piece conducts a silent 

dance of word-forms across the visual field. It seems a typical (though especially 

successful) example of kinetically-interested cyberpoetry. Furthermore, the poem's 

materials would be less interesting if made static; the use of animation is integral to the 

poem.

Despite its successes, little credit or critical attention has been given to 

“dreamlife” or to other Flash poems. It is true that visual poems were produced for the 

printed page long before the WWW era, and introducing digital technologies to a field 

already on the fringes of poetry may seem a vexing development. The visual poetics 

developed by concrete poets should inform our reception of digitally-augmented visual 

techniques, but this historical congruity can be misconstrued and used as a basis for the 

rejection of digital techniques as excessive. Concrete poetry as an international 

movement was most active in the '50s and '60s.38 For years critical attention to (and 

institutional recognition of) concrete poetry was deferred,39 its status being rather like 

cyberpoetry's status today. Half of a century later, both concrete poetry and conceptual 

poetry—experimental fields which overlap with cyberpoetry practice—have made their 

way into widely-read poetry criticism.

Marjorie Perloff's books Radical Artifice: Writing Poetry in the Age of Media  

(1992) and Unoriginal Genius: Poetry by Other Means in the New Century (2010) 

38 The New Princeton Handbook of Poetic Terms, s.v. “concrete poetry.”
39 As Perloff puts it, “concrete poetry had never really caught on” (Unoriginal Genius 50).
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occupy themselves with concrete and conceptual poetics, but they are of interest here 

because they bookend Perloff's support of cyberpoetry. While neither volume 

concentrates on the relationship between digital media and poetry, they both address the 

issue briefly. Radical Artifice, which Perloff finished writing a year before the advent of 

the WWW in 1991, expresses optimism about new poetic investigations emerging in 

tandem with new digital technologies. Two decades afterward in the preface to 

Unoriginal Genius, Perloff revises her advocacy of cyberpoetry:

There was, it is true, much talk of the possibilities of 'E-poetry'—poetry written 
and formatted for the new electronic screen. But E-poetry never quite got off the 
ground, the compositional process of an E-poem (however much animation might 
be used) not being essentially different from that of a 'normal' print poem.40

Perloff's revision reflects the popular attitude towards cyberpoetry in experimental poetry 

discourse today. This change of attitude in some part reflects a shift of tides in criticism. 

In the time leading up to Perloff's Radical Artifice, critical interest in the issue of the 

medium was mounting. Many critics invested much hope in emergent media such as the 

WWW. If the medium is the message, new media should present profound new messages. 

By the time Perloff wrote Unoriginal Genius these hopes had not been met. Several 

generations of new media  enabled by new technologies had emerged, and poetry had not 

been revolutionized. Critical interest in media for its own sake had waned.

Perloff argues that the use of digital technologies such as animation is merely 

decorative because they are not essential to the compositional process of a given 

cyberpoem. The charge she makes against cyberpoetry is the same charge she has made 

40 Perloff, Unoriginal Genius xi.
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against Stefans' “dreamlife of letters” in her essay “Digital Poetics and the Differential 

Text” (2006):

the dreamlife of letters is elegant, beautiful to look at and spare, a new way of 
using language in its materiality so as to make meanings. Is it 'better' than the 
[static] poem, as Stefans himself thinks? Yes and no: the static visual text can be 
absorbed and studied much more readily than the moving picture.41

Perloff's criticisms of cyberpoetry are true on one level: many cyberpoems, and many 

critics focusing on them (i.e. Glazier), are too caught up in the novelty and inventive 

potentials of digital media. While I disagree with her assessment about “dreamlife,” I 

sympathize with the statement that cyberpoetry viewed as poetry with digital features is 

not so interesting. This is the inadequacy of constructing cyberpoetry in terms of 

technological capabilities: it fails to emphasize that cyberpoetry must be good poetry in 

order for its peculiar use of media to be poetically meaningful or critically viable.  

Cyberpoetry as poetry which is cyber- has failed to impress critics such as Perloff.

Towards a Cyberpoetics: A Critical Definition of Cyberpoetry

Brian Kim Stefans's essay “Reflections on Cyberpoetry” (2000) confronts the 

critical failure of cyberpoetry so defined, then constructs alternate criteria for its 

definition. Stefans criticizes the construction of cyberpoetry as the negation of printed 

poetry (the media-centric definition discussed earlier in this chapter). Rather than 

defining cyberpoetry in opposition to print poetry, Stefans states that “the so-called 

cyberpoetry which is good is anything but 'cyber'.”42 The technique for the composition 

41 Perloff, “Screening the Page/ Paging the Screen: Digital Poetics and the Differential Text.”
42 Stefans 45.
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of this essay is peculiar, but important. “Reflections on Cyberpoetry” is a writing-through 

of T.S. Eliot's “Reflections on Vers Libre” (1917). Stefans replaces key terms, makes 

sequential rearrangements, and inserts humorous asides and meaningful jokes. Stefans 

does not announce his appropriation of Eliot's essay. By this mischievous act, Stefans 

instantiates one of his main arguments about cyberpoetry: the relation between a 

cyberpoem and its source text, or rather any poem and its chosen devices, is not a simple 

one and should never be straightforward. Stefans's essay is strange and polemical, but 

surprisingly reasonable for having been so altered and decontextualized. Very few of 

Eliot's arguments survive, but the structural integrity of the source-text is upheld. 

Stefans's essay could have been titled “What Do We Mean by 'Cyberpoetry'?”; by 

unpacking his arguments, I seek to rework the definition of cyberpoetry explored in the 

first section, in order to construct some critically viable criteria for cyberpoetry.

In “Reflections on Vers Libre,” T.S. Eliot confronts the term vers libre (free 

verse). Eliot is more than suspicious of the term; in the second paragraph of his essay he 

asserts that vers libre “does not exist.”43 Having begun with a negation of the term on 

account of its vagueness and prematurity, Eliot proceeds to discuss the term at length, in 

order to fill the hole left by the negation. By rewriting Eliot's essay, Stefans suggests an 

analogy between the status of the term vers libre at the time of Eliot's writing and the 

status of the term 'cyberpoetry' in 2000. Like vers libre in 1917, cyberpoetry is a 

contestable term, known to the critical community because of the promises of its 

proponents but not because of its practices earning the respect of many critics. Like the 

43 T.S. Eliot. “Reflections on 'Vers Libre'.”
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term vers libre once needed,  'cyberpoetry' needs repudiation and rectification.

Stefans's essay begins by introducing the term 'cyberpoetry,' then swiftly negating 

it. After an anecdote about a misty-eyed acquaintance who has become apathetic towards 

“any verse but cyberpoetry,” Stefans introduces the term outright:

It is assumed that cyberpoetry exists, though whether as a subset of poetry or the 
larger sphere in which literature exists, we are not sure.

It is assumed that cyberpoetry is nearly a school; that it almost consists of 
certain theories; that its group or meta-groups of groups or groups of meta-
grouped groups of meta-practitioners will either revolutionize or demoralize or 
democratize poetry if their attack upon the book meets with any success, even a 
smidgen.44

First, Stefans notes the ambiguity of cyberpoetry's relationship to other poetry—whether 

cyberpoetry is a variety of poetry or a new branch of literature, running parallel to poetry. 

Second he parodies some tropes of discourse about cyberpoetry: that it is revolutionary; 

that it is a disgrace to serious poetry; or that it is more democratic than printed poetry 

because its interactivity allows for readers to make choices. Most familiar is the general 

complaint that cyberpoetry seems transgressive, but may be nothing more than that. 

Cyberpoetry did not revolutionize the page or the book, hence the disappointment of 

critics such as Perloff. Immediately following this, Stefans dismisses cyberpoetry 

entirely:

Cyberpoetry does not exist, and it is time that this preposterous fiction followed 
the trace, the spectacle, the rhizome, the libidinal economy, the paragram, the 
sememe, phoneme, grapheme . . . and the eighty-thousand North American 
progressive Dadaists into oblivion. Why not? 45

Cyberpoetry has neither the substance of a school nor the advantage of a theory, and 

44 Stefans 43-44.
45 Ibid. 44.
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ought to be forgotten with however many other unorthodox proposals. Thus Stefans sets 

up cyberpoetry as a highly problematic and contradictory term.

Stefans proceeds to explain how a new theory of art comes to meet its demise. 

First he mentions the curse of all heterodoxy in art: the damning discrepancy between the 

promises manifestos make, and the perceived quality of the new artwork itself.46 He then 

cuts to the core of this problem, that many heterodox art forms are only trivially different 

from their predecessors:

An artist happens upon a method, perhaps quite unreflectingly, discovers a 
technology . . . which is new in the sense that it is essentially different from that of 
the second-rate and third-world and talented-tenth people about her, and different 
in everything but essentials from that of any of her great predecessors. The 
novelty meets with praise; praise provokes attack; and attack demands a theory.47

While novelty can garner attention, the fledgling art form fails to explain the significance 

of its difference. And without the “excuse of a polemic” the heterodox artist tends to be 

disregarded by the critical community at large.48 A new art form must prove that its 

difference is significant, or its difference will be rejected as superficial, ignorant, or 

vulgar.

Before providing his own conception of cyberpoetry, Stefans addresses the 

common, but unsatisfactory, formulations. He enumerates three common negative 

definitions of cyberpoetry: “(1) the lack of limitation to black and white words on a page, 

(2) the lack of the possibility for mechanical reproduction (there being no original), (3) 

46 Stefans lifts this sentence straight from his source text: “When a theory of art passes it is usually found 
that a groat's worth of art has been bought with a million of advertisement” (Stefans 44, Eliot 183). He 
adds: “A mythical revolution will have taken place and produced a few works of art which perhaps 
would be even better if still less of the revolutionary theories clung to them” (Stefans 44).

47 Stefans 44.
48 Ibid. 45.
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the lack of closure and the lack of the lack of choice.”49 Stefans quickly writes off these 

definitions, but including them is an important point of his rhetoric. Stefans argues 

against the view of cyberpoetry that favors novelty over craft, accessibility over merit, 

and self-publication over peer review. Cyberpoetry so conceived is incomplete: it 

frustrates our expectations about poetry, but tends not to gratify critical attention.

Stefans criticizes the media-centric approach that constructs cyberpoetry mainly 

in opposition to printed poetry and poetry of the past. Glazier constructs cyberpoetry in 

just this way in Digital Poetics. Consider these excerpts:

. . . [W]e have to be critical about what really characterizes digital writing and 
what simply qualifies as a longing for the past. Placing earlier technologies into a 
new medium (linking, for example) is simply remediation, and hypertext may be a 
preliminary, and necessary, step backward as we stumble into the future. We need 
to ask ourselves what is the actual advance of the new medium, in order to define 
writing that will put that medium to task.50

The possibilities for digital poetry extend from the work of Mac Low and 
Hartman, whose work . . . though making substantial contributions, curiously 
seems to find its culmination in print. [Digital poetry] includes the works of 
numerous hypertext poetry practitioners, whose language sometimes is nostalgic, 
appearing to insist on a modernist or other outmoded aesthetic.51

Glazier seems to assign a negative value to work which “find[s] its culmination in print.” 

Throughout Digital Poetics he constructs the crisis of cyberpoetry as a need for 

advancement, threatened by regression to earlier techniques and “outmoded” aesthetics. 

Many poets and critics value invention, but Glazier advocates something like a departure 

from the past. Glazier constructs the myriad possibilities that digital technologies bring to 

49 Ibid. 46.
50 Glazier 94; see also 154.
51 Ibid. 154.
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poetry in contrast with the limitations of the printed medium. Stefans criticizes the 

dismissal of limitation, stating that “[n]o hyperlink is free,” echoing Eliot's famous axiom 

that “[n]o verse is free for the man who wants to do a good job.”52 Stefans argues that the 

desire for an art without limits is misguided. A poet is a maker, of new forms especially, 

but escape from the past or the page is not the point: a poet's inventions must be checked 

by a historical and critical consciousness. 

Instead of conceiving of cyberpoetry in terms of its technological features, Stefans 

defines cyberpoetry by qualifying good cyberpoetry against bad cyberpoetry. For Stefans, 

bad cyberpoetry is characterized by an oversimplified orientation towards technology, 

good cyberpoetry by a more clever manipulation of its materials.53 The technology itself 

is not the point: “the so-called cyberpoetry which is good is anything but 'cyber'.”54 It has 

to be good poetry, when the novelty of the electronic interface wears off. He blames the 

“decay” of cyberpoetry on “the fetishism of the hyperlink and the animated gif.”55 While 

cyberpoetry should not be print poetry merely reformatted for the screen (much less a 

bad print poetry), good cyberpoetry is nothing if not a continuation of good poetry.

For Stefans, a certain duplicity is necessary for a poetic treatment of the hyperlink 

or animated gif. Playing with readers' expectations about these devices is imperative. 

Stefans rewrites one passage from Eliot's text twice, producing one passage about the 

animated gif, and one about the hyperlink. He uses the gif to exemplify bad cyberpoetry 

as being predictable:

52 Stefans 55; T.S. Eliot, “The Music of Poetry.”
53 Stefans 59.
54 Ibid. 45.
55 Ibid. 58.
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The most uninteresting cyberpoetry which has yet been written in our language 
has been done either by taking a very simple form, like the animated gif, and 
never withdrawing from it, or taking no form at all, and constantly approximating 
to an animated gif. It is this contrast between fixity and flux in the pure fixity of 
the animated gif, this evasion of monotony in the form of pseudo-randomness, 
which is the very death of cyberpoetry.56

The cyberpoem must aspire to something beyond the bare facts of the form, as any poem 

must do something with its material. Stefans uses the hyperlink to exemplify the opposite 

possibility, of a tactful engagement with form:

The most interesting cyberpoetry . . . has been done either by taking a very simple 
method, like the hyperlink, and always withdrawing from it, or taking no method 
at all, and constantly approximating to the hyperlink. It is this contrast between 
artifice and function, this evasion of monotony in the form of false promises, this 
announcement of the lyrical body which, upon scrutiny, is a savoir faire and a 
nonce . . . which is the very life of cyberpoetry.57

The “interesting” cyberpoem is hinged on false promises. It invokes expectations about 

the devices it deploys, but it bends, perverts, or reroutes these expectations. Stefans later 

frames an interaction with a hyperlink as an exchange. A straightforward hyperlink gives 

you exactly what you expect from clicking it, taking you to the promised destination. 

Such a straightforward exchange is mechanical and commercial58 (like the exchange of a 

certain amount of coins for a soda), not poetic. The business of poetry is rather “non-

mechanical exchange.”59 A poetic exchange is not a straightforward one.

Although the cyberpoetic exchange should not be strictly defined or mechanical, 

Stefans does not advocate the haphazard, “pseudo-random,” or “unintelligible.”60 He 

56 Ibid. 48.
57 Stefans 48-49.
58 Ibid. 46.
59 Ibid. 46.
60 Ibid. 47.
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states that “the 700 variations of lying humans have cultivated . . . should be utilized in 

the creation of hyperlinks.” Hyperlinks “should never be true, but never false in 

uninteresting ways,” and should instead generate an interplay between expectation and 

experience.61 (Perhaps this is why Stefans declares that Pound's Cantos is not a 

cyberpoem, despite its status as a go-to example of printed hypertext—its intertextual 

links are too straightforward.)62 A non-mechanical use of the hyperlink violates as well as 

stimulates attention over time.

The manipulation of expectations is nothing new to poetry. This is the primary 

point of continuity between cyberpoetics and poetics in general that Stefans means to 

amplify. Any device, be that device a gif, a sentence, or an underlined word, invokes 

expectations. It is up to the poet to work with these “promises”: “There is no escape from 

the promise of the sentence; there is only the mastery of fulfilling and denying their 

promises.”63 This is what qualifies good poetry and thus good cyberpoetry for Stefans. 

This “constant irregularity of promise”64 is present in gameplay and controlled in music. 

Despite the ostensible differences in the cyber- and print poem's technologies, the need 

for a tactful handling of material has not changed. In composing and reading cyberpoems, 

one must cultivate a consciousness of historical poetic practices, and of certain points of 

continuity (such as the play with expectations) in order for new practices to become 

poetically meaningful.

61 Ibid. 56-57.
62 Stefans 53.
63 Ibid. 53.
64 Ibid. 53.
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Continuity and Change Between Outerverse.net and Other Poetry

The balancing of reward to and frustration of expectations figures prominently 

into the design of Outerverse.net (the software component of my composition). This is a 

significant point of continuity between poetic practice in general and my own 

experiment. The process of the composition is the subject of the next chapter, but the 

performance moves as follows: People contribute text to a 'poem.' Their submissions are 

processed together. A result is produced which resembles at least one of these inputs. 

Then this result, unpredictable but far from random, is added to the poem. The new 

addition influences the poem's direction and the users' next interactions with it. This 

process repeats indefinitely. Most results clearly resemble the user submissions, but 

occasionally the program significantly transforms the users' submissions and produces 

surprising results. Users come to expect results which resemble their submissions, but the 

periodic interventions of the program challenge their expectations, bringing unforeseen 

material into the poem.

The program's interventions, in addition to collaborative authorship, make the 

process of writing poetry with Outerverse.net unfold in a dynamic and engaging way. 

Interactions with the program can even obtain a sense of rhythm. Stefans claims that 

“[t]he space between sentences is where the action of cyberpoetry happens.”65 By 

bending this statement I can articulate a goal central to Outerverse.net's design: to 

potentiate the space between writing text and reading the result, and also between one 

line and the next, as the poem comes into being. The hope is that the user's pleasure and 

65 Stefans 53.
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intrigue outweigh the defamiliarization of their language, such that each user is inspired 

to engage with the shared poem, and thus to collaborate with his or her peers in a peculiar 

process of meaning-making.

I would like to make an argument for one other congruence between my own 

composition and other poetic work—the interest in polyvocality, the weaving of multiple 

voices into the single poem. This happens on a literal level, given collaborative 

authorship enabled by Outerverse.net, but I hope this phenomenon occurs on a literary 

level as well. The construction of polyvocal texts is not a new concern for American 

poets, identifiable in works of Langston Hughes for instance. Another worthwhile point 

of reference is John Ashbery's “Litany” (1979), a dual-columned long poem which 

develops two voices in parallel (one on the left page, one on the right page).66

Poetic polyvocality has also been brought to the level of performance before, 

namely by poet-composer Jackson Mac Low. Mac Low's simultaneities comprise a large 

body of works published from the 1950s through the rest of his career. A simultaneity is a 

poem published with instructions on how a group of people can perform the poem 

simultaneously.67 His “biblical poems” consist largely of marks like “/____/” which 

represent a silence, equal in length to any word the reader chooses. Performers are 

instructed to read these poems aloud without synchronizing their readings, and even to 

read at the rate of their own pulse in order to maintain an individual rhythm.68 These 

performances create a simultaneity of many speakers' voices plus the total voice of the 

66 Ashbery  prefaces  “Litany”  with  this  note:  “The  two  columns  of  'Litany'  are  meant  to  be  read  as 
simultaneous but independent monologues” (552).
67 Jackson Mac Low xvi, 79.
68 Mac Low 16-18.
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piece:

[T]he individual performers exercise initiative and choice at all points during the 
piece, but are also . . . constructing an aural situation that is not merely a mixture 
of results of egoic impulses, but an aural construction that has a being of its own.69

The agency of the individual performers shape the piece as much as the score, resulting in 

an object with a voice of its own, in addition to the impressions of each individual voice. 

It is my hope that Outerverse.net can be the site of such phenomena as this, whereby the 

many and the one are entwined in shared poetic experiences.

Of final note is the Surrealist language game cadavre exquis (exquisite corpse). 

Several people are needed to play exquisite corpse. One player writes a phrase on a piece 

of paper, folds the paper to conceal part of it, and passes it to the next player. That player 

adds onto the text based on what is still visible, folds it again, then passes it on.70 This 

process produces an associative text reflecting a kind of group psychology. The text 

reveals the “unconscious reality in the personality of the group.”71 Similarly, my 

composition instructs a group of people to write something together. However, Another  

Verse introduces a third factor to exquisite corpse's group authorship and shared text: the 

mediation of specialized software. Group psychology is still an important factor (see 

Chapter Three), but the interventions of the program significantly alter the process. 

Poems co-written with the mediation of Outerverse.net reflect the unique circumstance of 

their writing, bearing impressions of authors' individual actions but also the actions of a 

program external to the group. When one examines the body of the poem, it is not clear 

69 Mac Low, “Poetry and Pleasure.”
70 Rubin 278.
71 Nicholas Calas, quoted in ibid., 278.
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whether a given part of it originates from a given person or from the program. The 

psychology of one particular group is thus obscured, so the poems written on 

Outerverse.net must be approached as something other than a group's portrait. These 

poems do not perfectly reflect authors' personalities, so the emphasis shifts from the 

authors themselves to the process of writing poems together.
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CHAPTER TWO

The Composition of Another Verse and Outerverse.net

Introduction

In this chapter I address the question of method, first from the experiential view 

(describing the performance) and then from the compositional view (including the details 

of the program). I begin with my initial vision of the performance. Then I introduce the 

instructions sheet (the score for the performance). I use the instructions sheet to organize 

my discussion of the performance set-up and the “executed layer” of the program, what 

constitutes the program perceptually.72 Having described the performance space and the 

surface of the program, I proceed to discuss the inner-workings of the program, the 

processes by which many users' contributions are funneled into one text. I avoid 

unnecessary technical information or jargon whenever possible, emphasizing instead 

those aspects of the program's design which may be termed integral to the composition. 

Between the discussion of the participant's experience and the mechanics of the program, 

the shape of the performance scheme as a whole should become clear.

The Performance of Another Verse

Like the cliché of sudden inspiration that precedes a poem's writing, the 

inspiration for this project struck unexpectedly. I had a vision of the performance space: 

72 The term “executed layer” means “what is seen in the browser window” (Funkhouser 26).
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people with laptops surround a projector screen; they send words to a central program; 

that program negotiates between their inputs in the interest of combining them in some 

way; the results accumulate as a 'poem' projected on the screen. My interest then has 

continued to be my main interest in the project: what happens in the space between one 

output and the next—that is, the interplay between one incomplete text and many writers'  

thoughts and impulses. Like writing a poem on your own, writing a poem in a group with 

this program should be a process that develops unpredictably, but not randomly. I needed 

to write an elaborate piece of software in order for this vision to be realized; even so, my 

composition was guided from start to finish by this initial vision, not by the capabilities 

of specific technologies.

The first performance of my composition, Another Verse: An Experiment in  

Interactive/Digital Poetics, took place in the Black Box Theatre on the New College of 

Florida campus, from 4 to 6 PM on March 19th, 2012. Analysis of how the performance 

went will be taken up in the next chapter. For now, I'd like to explain the setup of the 

performance space, before proceeding to a discussion of the instructions, the structure of 

the performance, and finally the design of the software application, Outerverse.net.

The spatial layout was similar to that original vision of the space. A large 

projector screen was placed front and center (opposite of the entrance to the theatre) to 

display the active poem-session. Tables with chairs were arranged around the screen in a 

trapezoidal formation. In the promotional materials, attendees were instructed to bring a 

laptop in order interact with the program, though observers were also welcomed. Seats 
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with and without tables were provided. The lighting was tinted turquoise, and dimmed 

once the performance outright began. Doors remained open throughout the duration of 

the performance and attendees were told that they could come and go as they pleased. 

The layout of the space is depicted in Fig. 1, a photograph of the performance in Fig. 2.

I delivered an introductory speech to contextualize the project and discuss what 

we were gathered here to do,  including an explanation of how to participate.  Printed 

copies  of  the  instructions  sheet  were  also  placed  the  tables,  for  clarity  and  for  the 

orientation of attendees arriving after the performance had begun. After the introductory 

speech and verbal delivery of the instructions, a demonstration was conducted.

Figure 1. Layout of the performance space.
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Figure 2. A photograph from the March 19th performance. Credit: Kaley Soud.

The Instructions Sheet and the Contributions of Participants

By discussing the instructions sheet (Fig. 3), I can explain how an attendee would 

be instructed to participate in the performance, and thus how the actions of the 

participants drive the performance. The instruction sheet consists of four sections: 

instructions on how to connect to the web application; a statement of purpose for the 

application and performance; detailed instructions on how to contribute to the 

performance; and finally a brief glossary. The statement of purpose reads as follows: 

“Outerverse.net is a multiplayer game/performance geared towards the spontaneous 

generation of poetic texts.” The performance is structured around a series of group poem-

writing sessions using Outerverse.net. The body of the instructions sheet describes how 
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Instructions

1. Go to www.outerverse.net
2. Register a username or sign in instantly as a guest
3. Join a poem-session

Outerverse.net is a multiplayer game/performance geared  
towards the spontaneous generation of poetic texts. 

To begin: Somebody creates a poem-session, providing a 
prompt  if  desired.  Other  participants  can  join  from  the 
homepage.

The poem begins as a blank page. All participants can input 
text simultaneously. Somebody types a sequence of words and 
punctuation  then  presses  "Submit"  or  hits  the  return  key. 
Another person does the same.

These two entries are combined into one output. The output 
will  rarely  be  identical  to  either  submission.  By  putting  your 
cursor over any part of the poem, you can see what inputs were 
used to produce it.

All  collaborators,  including the creator,  may come and go 
throughout the duration of the performance.

To finish: At any point the creator may "publish" the poem, 
thereby  preventing  any  further  input  and  freezing  the  text. 
Poem-sessions that have not been published remain editable 
by any user on the site until they are published.

words: Outerverse.net  is  only  equipped  to  handle  words  in  its 
dictionary, which includes many proper nouns, but not all of them. 

special characters: To input a horizontal tab, type *t. To input a line-
break, type *n.

Figure 3. Facsimile of the instructions half-sheet distributed at the performance.
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one of these poem-sessions works.

A poem-session is driven by the users' contributions. Someone creates a poem-

session and titles it, providing a prompt if desired. Then other participants join this poem 

from the homepage. All participants can submit text to the poem simultaneously. One 

person types a sequence of words and punctuation then presses “Submit” or hits the 

return key. Another person does the same. These two entries are combined into one 

output, which is added to the poem. An output will rarely be identical to either 

submission, but will often resemble one or both of the submissions. When a user places 

their cursor over any part of the poem, a tooltip appears listing the inputs that were used 

to produce it (but not revealing who submitted what). This feedback cycle—of inputting 

text, reading the output and considering how this addition changes the poem, and then 

inputting more text—repeats until the poem is published. The feedback cycle drives the 

poem-session and the performance as a whole. When the person who initiated the poem 

presses “Publish,” the text of the poem is frozen and further inputs are not accepted.73 

After publishing a poem-session, it is recommended that one or more of the participants 

reads the poem aloud.

After the introductory speech, I initiated the first poem-session of the 

performance.74 The blank poem was displayed on the projector. I requested that only two 

people join the poem-session for now. The two volunteers entered several submissions 

73 I planned to have the program allow participants to “vote” on the publishing of a poem, so that once 
half of the active participants had voted for the publishing of the poem, it would be published. However, 
this was one of many possible features that I wasn't able to incorporate in the first iteration of the 
program.

74 This poem is “water bodies [Demo Poem].” See Fig. 5 in the Appendix (page 62).
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each. I halted them after about a minute, when about five outputs had been added to the 

poem. The theater assistant demonstrated on the projector that by placing your cursor 

over parts of the poem, you can see what inputs were used to produced a given output. I 

briefly reviewed what was going on here, then requested that the rest of the participants 

join in. After a few minutes had passed the poem was 12 lines in length.75 I announced 

that I was going to “publish” the poem, then published it. I then performed a reading of 

the poem.

This routine—of creating a new poem-session and ushering participants to join it, 

then writing together for five to ten minutes, then publishing the poem and giving a 

reading of it—was repeated for the rest of the performance. For the poems after this 

demo, however, I asked the participants for ideas on what to title the next poem, and 

whether the poem we were working on was ready to be published. I asked for a volunteer 

to read each of the other poems we wrote, and some compelling performances were 

given. The cycle of create-write-publish-read creates the  rhythm that organizes the 

performance.

The Logic of Outerverse.net

Further discussion of the day's performance is the domain of the analysis chapter; 

I turn now to a discussion of the application Outerverse.net, which supports the 

performance. Specifically, I explain the process by which many users' inputs are 

75 The average length of the nine poems written during the March 19th performance is 20 lines. The demo 
poem was the shortest; the longest was 27 lines long.
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interpreted and transformed into a single text. The program uses linguistic procedures to 

analyze inputs, then uses a mixture of linguistic and chance-based procedures to produce 

each output. The program moves in steps (one output at a time) but it also reflects back 

on the poem's history in order to establish sound patterns and visual patterns. I explain 

these processes in greater detail below.

When I first envisioned the program, I thought it would negotiate between inputs 

more 'intelligently' than it finally could. If one user entered “big” and another entered 

“storm” I thought the program would produce “hurricane,” a word that combines the 

senses of both of the source words. Then this would be added to the poem. I wasn't able 

to make the program's handling of inputs quite so clever, but the process of turning two 

inputs into one output is still focused on representing many distinct inputs, from many 

distinct users, in a compact space. The program tends to produce outputs that resemble 

one input (out of any two), but because of the feedback cycle the program encourages 

there are moments in a poem where the output resembles both inputs.

As the glossary on the instructions sheet describes, Outerverse.net only accepts 

words in its dictionary. If a user's submission contains words which are not represented in 

the application's dictionary, the application returns spellchecking suggestions to the user. 

The dictionary is an English-language dictionary, consisting of Princeton's WordNet with 

my own supplements.76 Outerverse.net makes a sharp distinction between content-words 

76 Princeton's description of WordNet: “WordNet is a large lexical database of English. Nouns, verbs, 
adjectives and adverbs are grouped into sets of cognitive synonyms (synsets), each expressing a distinct 
concept. Synsets are interlinked by means of conceptual-semantic and lexical relations” (“What is 
Wordnet?”). My supplements are based on research into lists of “stop lists” for WordNet and my own 
testing. The supplements comprise many common words in English, particularly connectives and 
interjections, because WordNet only charts “[n]ouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs” (ibid.). WordNet 
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and other units of meaning. Content-words are words that can be defined using 

WordNet's database. Outerverse.net's handling of inputs is organized around the 

distinction between content-words are other units of meaning.

Outerverse.net's treatment of words is best illustrated with an example. Let's say 

one user enters the phrase “a cloth over a birdcage. But it is certain”. The content-words 

in this phrase are “cloth,” “birdcage,” and “certain”. Words which are not content-words 

are called stop-words. Stop-words are common words that are important for constructing 

fluent English.77 Any number of stop-words can occur in an input, but only one content-

word.

Outerverse.net uses the content-word in an input as a sort of anchor to the rest of 

the input. It takes in as much of a given submission as it can, leaving the remainder on the 

user's screen so that they can input it next. This is demonstrated below, with content-

words printed in bold:

a cloth over a birdcage. But it is certain | INPUT

===========================================================
a cloth over a / | 1st CHUNK

                    birdcage. But it is / | 2nd CHUNK
                                   certain | 3rd CHUNK

The program would accept “a cloth over a ” as the user's input, and leave the remainder 

“birdcage. But it is certain” on the user's screen. On Outerverse.net, the content-word is 

has many proper nouns in its dictionary, but of course, not all of them.
77 There are some words that straddle the line between content-word and stop-word; in this example, the 

words “over” and “is” are possibly content-words, possibly stop-words. These are words that can be 
defined using WordNet, but are also in my list of stop-words. In the example above, “over” and “is” are 
treated as stop-words because there are other content-words in the input. The program treats these in-
between cases as content-words only when there are no other content-words—for example if somebody 
input only the word “over.” 
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organizing principle to an input. The content-word can be surrounded by any number of 

stop-words, spaces, and punctuation marks.

In order to explain the real significance of the distinction between content-words 

and stop-words, we need to supplement our example by introducing another user's input. 

The program took “a cloth over a ” as the first user's input. Let's say another user submits 

“What is beautiful is only the”. Every time the program has received two inputs, it 

combines them and produces one output. The first step on the way to combining these 

inputs is to align them. The program achieves this by dividing each input into three parts.

The program divides each input into the text occurring before the content-word, 

the content-word itself, and the text occurring after the content-word. The program only 

allows one content-word per input so that it can treat the content-word as the center of the 

input. Because the content-word is the center of an input, I will refer to it hereafter as the 

centreme of the input. I will refer to the text before the centreme as the anteme, and the 

text after the input as the posteme. Our two example inputs would each be divided into an 

anteme, a centreme, and a posteme as follows:

  ANTEME    CENTREME    POSTEME     
[      a ][cloth    ][ over a     ] | INPUT FROM USER A
[What is ][beautiful][ is only the] | INPUT FROM USER B

The task of combining users' inputs is thus split into three smaller tasks. First, the 

program will compare the antemes from the two inputs; then it will compare the two 

centremes; and finally, it will compare the two postemes. The program produces a result 

based on these comparisons.

First, the program handles the antemes. It splits each anteme into even smaller 
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parts, called tokens. A token is a word, a sequence of punctuation marks, or a sequence of 

spaces. The antemes from our example would be divided up as follows:

         [a] [ ] | ANTEME FROM USER A'S INPUT
[What][ ][is][ ] | ANTEME FROM USER B'S INPUT
[1...][2][3.][4] | NUMBER OF TOKEN

The anteme is anchored to the centreme, so the tokens are aligned to right. Once the 

tokens have been aligned like this, the program “adds” each column together. One 

possible outcome of this process is illustrated below.

TOKEN-BY-TOKEN COMBINATION of ANTEMES in one step

         [a] [ ]  |A
+       [What][ ][is][ ]  |B       

[What][ ][a] [ ]  |RESULT

The result, “What a ”, is a consolidation of the tokens from the two antemes.

In the example above, there are four columns. The program made four decisions, 

one for each column of tokens.

TOKEN-BY-TOKEN COMBINATION in multiple steps

     A  +   B    = RESULT
1)        [What] = [What]
2)        [ ]    = [ ]
3)  [a] + [is]   = [a]

     4)  [ ] + [ ]    = [ ]

In Steps #1 and #2, the program selected the only token provided to it. In Step #3, the 

program had to choose between two different tokens, but both of them were stop-words. 

In such a case, the program randomly chooses between the two different tokens, with a 

50% chance of choosing either token. In Step #4, both tokens were a single space; the 

program's only choice was a single space, so that was passed through to the result. 

Positional coincidences are always let through like this. There are other decision 
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structures not represented here, but their design is similar in that they favor coincidence 

but use chance when no other logic is available.78

Centremes are handled very differently from antemes and postemes. A centreme is 

a content-word, which means it can be defined using WordNet. So rather than interpreting 

centremes using a logic based on position, the program interprets centremes semantically. 

Let's return to our example inputs. Given the centremes “cloth” and “beautiful”, let's 

suppose the outcome was simply “cloth”.

          CENTREMES
       a  cloth     over a         | INPUT FROM USER A
  What is   beautiful   is   only the  | INPUT FROM USER B   
  What a  cloth ...                | RESULTING CENTREME

Centremes can be handled in several distinct ways, but perceptually the outcome is 

simple. Either a centreme from the original two original centremes is chosen (as in our 

example), or something else is put in their place. If the output is not one of the original 

centremes, it is always a word which is semantically related to one or both of the original 

centremes.79 How the program chooses a centreme is discussed below.

There are two stages to handling centremes, a stage which produces a list of 

possible results and a stage which selects one result from among the possibilities. The list 

of possible results begins with two items in it, the centremes from the inputs. Much of the 

time, this two-item list is passed through to the second stage without modification. But 

some of the time, the program uses one of several convolution functions to add more 

78 More specialized logic is used to handle punctuation, which is discussed later.
79 In this case, related terms to “cloth” could include lace, shirt, alpaca, hem, material, fabric, artifact, 

etc. Related terms to “beautiful” could include graceful, gorgeous, beauteous, picturesque, scenic,  
resplendent, etc.
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possibilities into the mix.80 These convolution functions all utilize WordNet to add related 

words to the list of possibilities. The simplest convolution function adds glosses for each 

of the centremes.81 Two other convolution functions exist. Both begin by looking up 

many terms related to each centreme.82 This step produces anywhere from tens to 

hundreds of possibilities. One of these functions uses “specificity” ratings (rated via 

WordNet)83 to favor more specific, vivid, or peculiar words; the other function uses an 

“overlap”  rating to favor terms which relate to both of the two original centremes. But to 

recapitulate, whether the program decides to respect the original centremes or to obscure 

them by adding in hundreds of related terms, this stage only produces possible results.

The second stage of the centreme-selecting procedure creates sound-patterning 

and sight-patterning within the poem. This patterning function begins by selecting a 

previous word in the poem as a referencing point (excluding stop-words). It chooses 

80 When a poem is created, a randomly generated seed code is assigned to it (consisting of ten digits, for 
example “4631729850”). A poem has an internal cursor that cycles through this sequence. With every 
output, it advances forward one step in the seed code (and when it reaches the end, it returns to the 
beginning). When certain decision forks are reached in the program, the current step in the seed code is  
used to guide the decision. For example, the current step in the seed code influences (a) whether to call 
one of these “convolution” functions at a given point in the program and (b) if so, which function to 
call. The seed code is tied into most decision forks in the program (almost anywhere chance is 
involved), such that the decisions it makes are non-random, but unpredictable. You won't be able to 
deduce the code from looking at the surface of the poem, but a poem's seed code effects unique patterns 
during each poem's generation. 

81 For example, for the word “cloth” other glosses might include “fabric,” “material,” and “textile.”
82 WordNet is a semantic network, as is a thesaurus. But WordNet charts relations between words in a 

more systematized way than a thesaurus does. Thesauri typically chart synonyms, antonyms, and 
perhaps “related terms.” WordNet, on the other hand, charts many more types of relations. These 
convolution functions exploit this function, retrieving not just synonyms, but hypernyms, hyponyms, 
and member holonyms for the centremes it is processing (“WordNet”).

83 If one thinks of the charting of synonyms as horizontal (X equals Y), WordNet's charting of hypernyms 
and hyponyms can be thought of as vertical. (For example, “canine” is a hypernym of “dog” because a 
dog is a kind of canine. Hyponym is the converse: “dog” is a hyponym of “canine”.) Thus any word can 
be traced back to a root hypernym, a very broad word like “entity”. The Natural Language Toolkit uses 
WordNet's vertical charting of meaning to measure how many degrees out a word is from its root 
hypernym: this is its specificity rating.
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semi-randomly from among the words in the poem, with the greatest chance of choosing 

very recently outputted words. I will call this reference point a chainlink word. From 

among the possible centreme results, the patterning function selects whichever word is 

most similar to the chainlink word, sonically or visually.84 The poem keeps track of its 

past selections in order to develop sonic and visual chains as its writing continues. As the 

analysis chapter will show, poems created on Outerverse.net can have complex sight- and 

sound- patterns, due in part to the influence of these mechanical interventions, but also 

due to the feedback cycle between user and interface. To summarize the centreme-

selection process, the first stage either passes the the original centremes through or 

expands the list of possible results. The second stage looks back on the poem's history 

and selects a centreme based on the poem's sonic and visual patterns.

Returning to our example, the program has yet to combine the postemes. Antemes 

and postemes are handled using the same logic,85 so I will not explain the procedure in 

detail. But for the sake of clarity I have illustrated the selection of a posteme from our 

example inputs.

84 On Outerverse.net the sound of a word is its pronunciation according to phonetic algorithms, and the 
sight of a word is its spelling.

85 The only difference in the procedure for handling postemes is that the tokens are anchored to the left 
instead of the right, because the centreme happens before the posteme.
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POSTEME SELECTION
                  POSTEME
     a  cloth     over a         | INPUT FROM USER A
What is beautiful   is   only the    | INPUT FROM USER B  
What a  cloth     is   a    the  | RESULTING POSTEME

SPLITTING THE POSTEMES INTO TOKENS
[ ][over][ ][a]   [ ]        | POSTEME FROM USER A
[ ][is]  [ ][only][ ][the][ ]| POSTEME FROM USER B
[1][2...][3][4...][5][6..][7]| NUMBER OF TOKEN

TOKEN-BY-TOKEN COMBINATION of POSTEMES in one step

[ ][over][ ][a]   [ ]          |A
+       [ ][is]  [ ][only][ ][the][ ]  |B       

[ ][is]  [ ][a]   [ ][the][ ]  |RESULT

The postemes from our example inputs are “ over a ” and “ is only the ”. Let's say the 

result of the combination in this case is “ is a the ”. Adding that onto our previous results, 

the total result of combining the two example inputs is “What a cloth is a the ”.

This result will be further refined in the final stage of handling inputs, but first I 

would like to note how punctuation marks in users' inputs are treated. The primary logic 

is the same as we have seen in the treatments of antemes and postemes; the program 

favors positional coincidences. Wherever a space occurs in both inputs, a space is put in 

the result. Likewise, if a period occurs in the same position in both inputs, a period will 

be put in the result. When different things occur in the same position, decisions must be 

made. Stop-words are special and almost always trump other tokens. If two different 

stop-words occur in the same position, one of the two stop-words is selected randomly. 

However if two different punctuation marks happen in the same position, the decision is 

not random. If a period occurs in one input, and a comma in the other input (in the same 

position), the result is a semicolon:
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. + , = ;

The program accounts for a variety of cases akin to this, in which case the program 

produces a “midpoint” result between the two punctuation marks.86

The last stage in handling user submissions is to prepare the raw result before 

adding the text to the poem. The first step (out of three) is to revise the raw result. Let's 

consider our example result, “What a cloth is a the ”. In the English language, it is 

uncommon (and ungrammatical) to write two articles in a row (i.e. “a the”). Thus the 

final word, “the”, will be trimmed off, changing the result to “What a cloth is a ”. The 

program features many such rules about what pairs of words should not be allowed.87 

Other minor revisions also occur.

The second step is to inflect the result. In this step, the single result is turned into 

several variations by inflecting the centreme in several different ways. In our example, 

the centreme is a noun (“cloth”). Two variations on the result are produced, “What a cloth 

is a ”, and “What a cloths is a ”.88 A grammar checker is used to see if any of the 

variations are free of grammatical issues. Sometimes the grammar checker is able to 

86 This was achieved by classifying all of the punctuation marks that you can type with a standard U.S. 
Keyboard (ASCII punctuation) according to 'degree of pause.' For example, a space has the lowest 
pause rating, a pause of one; and a period has the highest pause rating, with a pause of nine. Other 
punctuation marks are placed within that range. The midpoint between two punctuation marks is 
calculated by averaging the pause ratings for the two marks (A plus B divided by two). The resulting 
number is rounded, and a punctuation mark with this rating is chosen for the result.

87 All of these rules pertain to sequences of stop-words. I developed these rules using a combination of 
English grammar guides and testing. First I put 'connective' stop-words into about 20 more-specific 
categories. Then I created a table that declares which categorical sequences are disallowed (the simplest  
example being that two articles are disallowed). Then I ran tests on these categorical rules and added 
exceptions to them as I saw fit.

88 If the centreme is a noun, two variations are produced, one being the singular form and one being the 
plural form. If the centreme is a verb, more variations are produced—one for each tense and person of  
the verb. Nonetheless, sometimes the inflector function is overzealous, and conjugates words as if they 
were verbs although, in the context, they should probably be treated as some other part of speech, like 
an adjective. These misunderstandings produce interesting results sometimes, but not always.
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verify one of the variations, in which case that variation is selected. But most of the time, 

the grammar is too strange for the sensitive grammar checker, and one of the variations 

on the phrase is chosen at random. Let's just say in our example it selected “What a cloth 

is a ”.

The last step is to format the result and add it to the end of the poem. The program 

ensures that a space occurs between the last word or punctuation mark in the poem and 

the first word of the new result. Line-breaks are also added to a result as necessary, to 

prevent the text from going beyond the right edge of the page. Every so often, the 

program inserts two line-breaks, breaking the poem into stanzas. A few other formatting 

checks occur, such as making sure an indefinite article (“a”/“an”) agrees with the word 

following it. Finally, the fully prepared result is added to the end of the poem.89

This process repeats until the poem is published. The poem continually accepts 

submissions from users. Every time two inputs have been received, the program 

combines these inputs. It does this by splitting each input into three parts (the anteme, 

centreme, and posteme) and combining each part from one input with its counterpart 

from the other input. A given result will resemble one input more than the other, but often 

bears some resemblance to both. This raw result is then prepared for addition to the 

poem. Finally, the prepared result added onto the end of the poem for all the users to see. 

The users interpret what has happened and this influences their thoughts or impulses. 

89 There is a known bug when it comes to adding the prepared result to the poem. Sometimes the result is 
added to the poem two or even three times in a row. While this bug frustrated me for some time, and I 
made several attempts to fix it, I came to like its effect. It occurs when inputs have been submitted to 
the program at a very fast rate for several minutes. This sometimes creates repetitions that are poetically 
meaningful, repeating text at moments of great intensity in the writing process and in the course of the 
poem.
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Then they submit more text, and the poem continues to grow. By participating in this 

feedback cycle, users drive the poem on.
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CHAPTER THREE

Reflections on the First Performance of Another Verse

Introduction

My original vision was concerned with constructing an environment which could 

enable the spontaneous writing of poems by a group of people. I thought it was best if 

these performances could produce interesting textual artifacts, but my primary interest 

was in the performance itself and the experience of writing a poem simultaneously with 

other authors. I had high expectations for how enjoyable this process would be, but these 

expectations were met and even exceeded. The textual artifacts also exceeded my 

expectations. As I had anticipated, most of the poems written during the March 19th 

performance are basically traces of the performance process. A few of them, however, 

take on new meaning once considered as discrete poems. Another Verse privileges 

process over product, so these more-readable poems were a delightful and compelling 

result.

In this chapter I begin by discussing the responsibilities of participators and the 

consequent risks these pose for the performance's success. I then turn to a discussion of 

the March 19th performance's outcome, including social dimensions of the performance 

and finally a close reading of one poem, “nervous people”, written during the 

performance.
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The Risks and Results of the Performance

This performance was driven by active participators. Without some of the 

attendees engaging directly with the program, no poems would have be written and the 

performance would fall flat. Another Verse proposes an active role for those attending, a 

role that combines the responsibilities of reader and writer. Placing such a burden on the 

audience members can be disorienting and ultimately, alienating.90 I knew that asking 

attendees to improvise text—text fit for a poem, no less—could have been too vexing of a 

request to make. If attendees were too inhibited or annoyed by what was being asked of 

them, the performance would have failed.

I attempted to minimize the inhibition by compositional preparations, including 

both software-based preparations and explanatory preparations. I made adjustments to the 

software guided by thorough testing with peers of various backgrounds, aiming to make 

the experience as engaging for participators as I could. The composition of explanatory 

material was guided by peer review and Professor Steve Miles. Even with these 

adjustments, I feared that the unfamiliarity of the process might estrange attendees. I was 

overjoyed when I saw participants get thoroughly involved with the performance.

When we first tested the software, peers told me it was too hard to control poems 

on Outerverse.net. I made significant changes in response to this, which proved to be 

invaluable. The earlier versions of the program produced few outputs that clearly 

resembled any user's input. Peers told me that interacting with it was alienating. 

90 As Funkhouser puts it, an encounter with a cyberpoem “positions the reader/viewer/user so that she or 
he is required to respond to an amorphous set of textual structures or circumstances. Trained audiences 
will be prepared to do so, yet this may be a tall order, if not a complete barrier, for those unaccustomed 
to such significant degrees of participation in a literary document” (Funkhouser 29).
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Outerverse.net is capable of thoroughly transforming users' inputs to produce outputs 

several degrees removed from a given user's submission; I found that, for such abstract 

and often strange manipulations to become meaningful, the program's outputs had to 

obviously reflect users' submissions most of the time. By restraining these more powerful 

manipulations to occurring only occasionally (usually every 3-6 outputs), the program 

could earn the user's trust.91 This restraint brought the program's behavior more in line 

with Stefans statement that a cyberpoem's behaviors should “never [be] false in 

uninteresting ways.”92 The program had to earn the user's trust by giving them a sense of 

control or reciprocation before it could play with their expectations.

Earning the trust of a reader/writer/user is difficult, but crucial to a performance 

that depends on participators' contributions. The rhythm of rewarding and deferring users' 

expectations is responsible for engaging users and moving the performance into a space 

of gameplay. However users must feel comfortable enough with the terms of the 

performance to engage with it and with each other, for this rhythm to get going. 

Introducing computers to a performance only makes this comfort more difficult to 

achieve.93

I had to orient the attendees if I expected them to feel comfortable. No matter how 

finely tuned the instrumentation was, without introducing the piece and carefully 

91 After the performance, one participant even described the process of interacting with Outerverse.net as 
“intuitive,” which I imagine would not have been the case without these adjustments.

92 Stefans 56.
93 Funkhouser phrases it well: “In the mixture of human and machine cognition, not only do new syntactic 

and linguistic forms arise, but this condition may also involve issues of trust (i.e. suspicion of machine’s 
participation), or even worse, disappointment or confusion by what is contributed to the machine” 
(Funkhouser 29).
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instructing attendees on what manner of participation I expected of them, the 

performance would have failed. The introductory speech needed to be clear and concise. 

It needed to explain why we might want to experiment with electronically-augmented 

poetry as well as how to contribute to the experiment. Demonstrating and narrating a 

small poem-session seemed to illuminate a lot about what we were dealing with. After the 

demo, when I opened for questions, only a few questions were asked. Seemingly the 

speech, demo, and instructions had clarified some doubts. In spite of the risks and 

burdens placed on the attendees, it seemed that most of them were able to get comfortable 

enough to engage with the performance and even enjoy themselves.94

Social Dimensions of the Performance

Meeting up physically really defined the success of this performance. 

Outerverse.net can be used to stage performances at any time and at any degree of 

physical separation. However, the initiation of the performance would have been much 

more difficult if delivered over the Internet. More importantly, bringing Outerverse.net  

into the realm of physical performance introduced compelling social dimensions to the 

project that would not have entered into an online performance.

There are several social elements I'd like to discuss, beginning with some general 

observations. After each poem had been written and published, a participant would 

94 I wrote a questionnaire and placed it on the tables at the performance. I received eight responses. When 
asked, 'What did you think of the performance? Was it enjoyable?', all of the responses expressed 
positive reception, and half of them expressed 'enjoyment' specifically. When asked, 'Would you use 
Outerverse.net on your own or with a group of friends, outside of this performance?', all eight 
responded affirmatively.
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volunteer to perform a reading of it.95 The routine—of writing and then pausing to read—

kept participators engaged over time. Writing a poem is a different experience from 

reading a finished poem. Reading the finished product assures the contributors that the 

text they produced is not just an element in a game, but a poem in its own right. 

Furthermore, a person standing up to read a poem reminds her audience of the human 

presence that inhabits the writing process. It physically involves speaker and listener in 

the text of the poem, in spite of the digital interface. The rotation of reading responsibility  

also helped many participants involve themselves in turns, giving them a chance to 

perform in a more familiar fashion than interacting with an online application.

It seemed like many people, few of whom were 'poetry students,'96 derived much 

enjoyment from the process of the performance. Most people who attended stayed for 

several poem-sessions and some stayed for the entire two-hour window. Throughout the 

performance, I observed laughter from many participants and also observers. Few 

silences lasted longer than a minute once the performance was off the ground. The 

laughter intensified during the readings, as the reader's delivery of the poem illuminated 

new meanings. These expressions were often clustered around the same points in a given 

poem during its writing and subsequent reading. The clustering of laughter suggests that 

the delight was built into the textual moment of the poem (more than initial delight in the  

novelty of submitting text and seeing altered outputs).

The least-anticipated social dynamic was when certain poems became 'about' 

95 On two occasions, two different participants volunteered, then decided to perform the poem together.
96 Of the eight questionnaire responses, five of them stated that they read poetry 'rarely' or at least 

infrequently.
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certain people in the room. This dynamic had two manifestations. The first was 

compelling; by the collective actions of various participators, certain poems would make 

increasingly direct references to a certain person in the room.97 These references ranged 

from the name of the person to the incorporation of jokes about the person. This dynamic 

can introduce a peculiar sort of fun to the writing process, but also makes for poems that 

are insular to the performance group (or a subgroup thereof).

The second manifestation of this dynamic was less enjoyable (as reported by 

several participators after the performance) and accounts for the only negative feedback I 

received about the performance. The effect of this dynamic was likewise a poem 

becoming 'about' a certain person, but rather than being achieved by various people's 

contributions, it was achieved by one person's competitive behavior. This dynamic 

entered the performance in the last three poems (out of nine total), when the person who 

was ostensibly responsible for this dynamic arrived. It culminated in the last poem, 

wherein this person finally got their name to appear several times.98 This was achieved by 

what I would term spamming, the continual submission of text at a rapid rate. Rather than 

responding to the poem as a space of mutual interaction, a person who spams intends to 

overwhelm the program and/or dominate the text. I attempted to impede spamming by 

97 Two poems most adequately fit this description. The first is the first poem, which was used in the 
demonstration, “water bodies [Demo Poem],” reproduced in Fig. 5 in the Appendix (page 62). Towards 
the end of the poem, references were made to me, including jokes. The other was “dungeon crawl 
[Black Box Poem #5],” reproduced in Fig. 6 in the Appendix (page 63). The title for “dungeon crawl” 
was volunteered by one participator, who seemed to know that it would make the poem about a certain 
other participator, one who frequently plays a game called Dungeon Crawl. This poem became 
explicitly about this person fairly quickly, and actually came to develop compelling wordplay and 
punning between elements of the referenced game referenced in the title and the person who it was 
about.

98  “spacebook [Black Box Poem #9].” See Fig. 7 in the Appendix (page 64).
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several technical provisions, but these provisions could not be perfect.99 The other poems 

that made tribute to a person in the room were made to do so by the actions of multiple 

participants, but this last poem-session was characterized by the domination of a text by 

one person's continual self-reference. A few people in the room found this amusing. 

However the majority of participants seemed to find this behavior very aggravating and 

discouraging, as it circumvented their attempts to contribute to the poem.

The Resulting Poems

My focus throughout the composition of this project has been on the writing 

process that Outerverse.net could enable, but many poems written during the March 19th 

performance cohere to a surprising degree. This is strange given the fragmentary writing 

process. As discussed in Chapter Two, users are only able to contribute fragments of 

sentences at a time. As a result, the syntax of the resulting poems is very fragmentary. 

Many users contribute very different things throughout a poem's writing, creating an 

expansive frame of reference in some poems. What's more, less than ten minutes 

transpired between the creation and the publishing of most poems, during which time the 

outputs were steadily paced. Despite the confluence of so many factors, the fragments of 

a given poem seem to snap into place in the course of a reading.

Priming the participants can certainly account for some of the coherence of the 

resulting texts. During the performance I continually refer to the process as the writing of 

99  In a future iteration of this project, I would make it more difficult to spam (without making it more 
difficult to contribute at a sympathetic pace).
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poems, and a common assumption about poems is that they should cohere, at least to 

some extent. Some of this effect might also be attributed to a sort of group synergy.100 I 

imagine that the titling of poems helped to guide improvisation and facilitate the 

development of group synergy. Titling these poems could be viewed as providing 

thematic foundation for the texts, but I think titling aided the writing process more by 

diverting the audience's attention from the question of subject matter. Suggesting subject 

matter can diminish initial inhibition of deciding what to write about. One poem in 

particular, however, displays a level of coherence more remarkable than any of the others.

Many Voices, One Speaker: A Reading of the Poem “nervous people”

The poem “nervous people [Black Box Poem #3]” displays an exceptional level 

of coherence for a poem written by at least thirteen authors. Poems that cohere in the face 

of a conventional reading often construct a sense of speaker. A speaker could identified in 

some of these poems, much to my surprise. In  such a poem, the literal polyvocality of the 

poem's writing is put in tension with the apparition of a single speaker. A poem is 

polyvocal if the impression of more than one voice is imprinted on the poem. During the 

performance many voices were speaking into a given poem, and one can trace the 

influences of distinct voices in some of the poems. But in poems such as “nervous 

people” the sense of a single speaker obscures the sense of multiple voices. This puts the 

poem in tension with the process by which it was written, but the semblance of a speaker 

makes such a poem more amenable to conventional reading habits. The process of the 

100 One friend told me I should mention “the ESP” embedded into the program, as regards group synergy.
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performance and reflection on the textual results have both challenged and expanded my 

sense of ways polyvocality can manifest in a poem.

“nervous people” (Fig. 4) is notable because of how well this syntactically 

fragmented poem can be pieced together. It also illustrates the influence of titling on the 

outcome of a poem, a trend that was observable throughout the performance.101 I argue 

that a conventional (if imaginative) reading of this poem is possible—an explication 

organized by the figure of a speaker, in this case a “nervous” person. “nervous people” 

was written by thirteen or more authors with minimal external communication, yet the 

poem is neither inconsistent nor accidental. “nervous people” coheres as a poem rife with 

sound-patterning and sense-patterning. These patterns compose a network of concerns 

and corresponding images, a network that suggests but does not disclose a narrative: an 

unnamed nervous person, made weary by anxiety and workplace stress, prays for respite.

101 The software displays the title of the poem in the user interface, but no part of the program interprets 
the title in any way. Therefore the congruence between title and poem must be a social or performative 
phenomenon. 
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nervous people [Black Box Poem #3]

Psychological condition can't can't can't handwritings sting
hide
hideds vibrations hidrosis imbroglios finds a stinging manning
past meliorate
female breathe
shakies make
sew
mauled
 snows w pauls make out
take in hysterics many ancients mistake therapeutic hearting
extremity request............ record extremely requisite
cord neuters courage round the timed frothy ravage

must continued A doe( flinched a mixture cored repeat copying
deer endeavor hereafter deputing dear dear deaths fly
time of year my scratch weary stormy please
stream
weekday don't weathers in the childrens in the meter cram
work
druthers form
who can't ) warning it can't ) ) rein it can't ) ) rein
termed bairn
((  what timed retain second second why wonted aim
ice space
come

Figure 4. Facsimile of “nervous people” from printable view.102

The poem's first strophe introduces the speaker and begins to set up his or her 

main concerns. It begins with the exposition of a psychological condition: “Psychological 

condition[:] can't can't can't”. This speaker's fixation on inability produces a habit of 

inhibition. The sense of habit is affirmed by the repetition of “can't.” Next we read 

“handwritings sting/ hide,” which suggests two possible interpretations: the application of 

pen to skin, as in tattooing; or that writing has become acutely painful (perhaps the 

102 Authors listed: mike, vaseface, kaleysoud, Arry.Poter, wolf_a.d., guest59, secretsurge, megan, 
discobunny, guest64, Jonathan, guest66, guest67. Published March 19, 2012, 3:57 p.m. “[Printable] 
nervous people [Black Box Poem #3],” Outerverse.net, accessed March 27, 2012, 
http://www.outerverse.net/poems/print/16.
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exhaustion of handling paperwork), which provokes retreat. The sense of toil continues in 

line three with the phrase “vibrations hidrosis[103] imbroglios[104],” a triad of amphibrachs 

(unstressed-stressed-unstressed). The clumsy, plodding sound of this phrase echoes the 

sense of anxious exhaustion and entanglement.

If we skim over the heap of odd (though rhyming) configurations that follow, we 

reach three wider lines that fill out the strophe (lines 10-12). Line 10 can be split into 

three phrases: “take in hysterics” (shelter those suffering from hysteria, or consume 

medication that would treat attacks of hysteria); then “many ancients mistake”; and 

finally “therapeutic hearting[105]” (i.e. the encouragement therapy might provide our 

speaker). The second and third phrases read as a unit, but the line is broken off before the 

thought can be completed, never clarifying what “many ancients mistake therapeutic 

hearting” for.

The next line (11) features a phrase repeated, but transformed. First we hit the odd 

construction “extremity request............”. This suggests a peculiar image, namely a form 

by which one could file a requisition for an extremity (the opposite of a bill for which 

you'd pay 'an arm and a leg'). A long ellipsis extends rather like an extremity, reaching for 

the next phrase: “record extremely requisite.” The diction of this phrase, like the first, 

connotes business or bureaucracy (paperwork), but now the document of concern is 

something like a resumé, that “extremely requisite” record of one's work.

The last line of the first strophe (12) is one of the most sonorous passages in the 

103 “Hydrosis”: Excessive sweating. American Heritage Dictionary, 4th ed., s.v. “hydrosis.”
104 “Imbroglio”: A confused heap; a tangle. American Heritage Dictionary, 4th ed., s.v. “imbroglio.”
105 “To heart”: To encourage or hearten (when used as a verb). American Heritage Dictionary, 4th ed., s.v. 

“heart.”
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poem, and introduces an image central my reading. The line further develops the 

repetition of r sounds begun in line 11 and also features an internal rhyme: “cord neuters 

cour  age   round the timed frothy r  avage  ”. The sound of “cord,” an anatomical word for a 

nerve, echoes the “record” of the previous line; this cord, combining nerves and a(n 

inadequate?) resumé, neutralizes our speaker's courage. (The repetition of the syllable 

cord continues through line 13 with the word “cored”.)

The location of this 'neutering' is peculiar, but distinctive. It happens “round the 

timed frothy ravage.” The imagery seems abstract but the phrase is grammatically 

sensible: the event (“cord neuters courage”) is placed near an enigmatic “ravage.” 

Because the ravage is placed, it would seem that the ravage exists in the material world. 

Because it is “frothy,” it would seem that the ravage is liquid. Furthermore, the word 

resembles “river” (visually) and “rapids” (sonically); considering the image of the 

“stream” (in line 16) and other natural imagery in the poem (discussed below), it seems 

reasonable to conclude that the “frothy ravage” can be pictured as a river with a strong 

current. But the image is further modified: “the timed frothy ravage.” This river is 

measured in time, or in other words, on the clock. As the poem continues, the “timed 

frothy ravage” comes to signify life on the clock, a figure for the work that threatens to 

overtake our speaker.

In the second strophe, the poem's imagery is expanded and its images are brought 

into clearer relation to each other. The second strophe with a supplication to the natural 

world, first represented as a deer and then as a body of water. Lines 13-16 bring several 
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of the poem's images into contact with each other. The images are connected to each 

other by sound patterns, including more r sounds but also many long e sounds (and 

together, -eer sounds). Below, I've marked r syllables in boldface and long e sounds with 

underlines (thus -eer sounds are emphasized twice). I've also marked several fleeting 

sound patterns in italics.

must continued A doe( flinched a mixture cored repeat copying
deer[,] endeavor hereafter deputing dear dear deaths fly

15 time of year my scratch weary stormy please[,]
stream

The first of these four lines introduces the doe/deer, an image of the natural world's 

benign side that appears in stark contrast to the hollow drudgery signified by “repeat 

copying” and “a mixture cored.” The doe is flanked on the left by the phrase “must 

continued,” which combines a sense of compulsion with one of staleness (“must 

continue” describes compulsory persistence; “must continued” describes a musty, stale 

scent persisting). The doe is flanked on the right by “flinch[ing].”

These four lines move quickly, sliding between supplication and worry. Line 14 

begins with a momentary address to the doe/deer (“deer[,] endeavor hereafter . . .”). This 

semi-pastoral supplication to nature is riddled with worry: “dear dear” can be read as an 

address to a beloved (“dear dear[est...]”), but also as a distressed interjection (“dear[,] 

dear[...]”). In line 15 the speaker's “scratch” (another flinch) is brought up in tandem with 

weariness (“my scratch weary stormy . . .”). This line brings the related notions of time, 

season (“time of year”), and weather (“stormy”) into the poem. The weather is 

tumultuous and closely related to the speaker's weariness. The final phrase of the passage 
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repeats the supplication of nature in a minimal form: “please[,]/ stream.” This “stream” 

functions both as a trope for the benign natural and an understated reference to the “timed 

frothy ravage” of the first strophe, i.e. the destructive torrent of life on the clock (at 

work). The latter function is really another a trope of natural imagery: nature as 

wilderness and havoc. The storm/stream threatens to consume the speaker; nature's 

(circumstance's) mercy is sought. This pastoral prayer will soon be contextualized as a 

workday dream.

 The concerns with work and weather, and with weathering work, continue into 

lines 17-21. The r sounds also continue:

15 time of year my scratch weary stormy please
stream

17 weekday don't weathers in the childrens in the meter cram
work
druthers form

20 who can't ) warning it can't ) ) rein it can't ) ) rein
termed bairn

The association of the stream/ravage with the current of work is re-inscribed visually, in 

the column “stream/ weekday . . ./ work . . .” In lines 17-18 the association of measured 

time and work reaches the point where work, time, and measurement are conflated: “in 

the meter cram/ work.” Line 20 is a key line in this reading of the poem. The fixation on 

personal inability returns (“who can't”). After this the speaker declares a “warning,” the 

punctuation of which marks a rhythm of either incantation or reassurances said to 

oneself: “warning it can't ) ) rein it can't ) ) rein.” Two homophonic words, mainly 'rain' 

but also 'reign,' can be heard in this phrase. Thus the concerns with the forces of nature 
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(“rain”) are brought into play with concerns of control (“rein” and “reign”)—the concerns 

with one's ability to control oneself, and with the patriarchal or managerial sorts of 

control that reign over places of employment (and rein in employees).106 Work and 

weather converge because the speaker is unable to control either circumstance.

This is a poem with a conclusion, and it comes together in the last three lines (22-

24). Line 22 maintains the poem's repetition of image and concern, here the nervous 

fixation on measured time: “((  what timed retain[/] second second[/] why wonted aim.” 

(The near-rhyme on -ain/-aim continues from “rein” in line 20.) The first phrase, “what 

timed retain,” articulates the fixing of time by measurement, which connects with the 

sense of capture connoted by the reins of line 20. The phrase “second second” articulates 

the passing of two seconds doubly, counting off two seconds individually (if read as two 

nouns), and also naming the second of the two seconds as such (adjective-noun). The line 

ends on the note of objective (“wonted aim”), invoking a sense of urgency. Finally the 

speaker resumes her address to the stream/ravage, but her prayer becomes command: “ice 

space/ come.” The speaker compels the “timed frothy ravage,” the endless 'stream' of 

weekdays and work, to come to a halt, to freeze. Thus the poem resolves with a wish for 

respite, the sense of refuge inscribed as “space.”

Of final note, further meanings come of the pun on rein/rain/reign in line 20 if we 

consider the deployment of parentheses in the poem. The first opening parenthesis in the 

poem occurs immediately after “doe,” in line 13. This parenthesis is closed in line 20, 

though it is uncertain which closing parenthesis should be considered the final close. 

106 Patriarchy is hinted at by its inverse, childishness, in lines 20 and 21 (note that “bairn” means “child”).
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Regardless, line 20 ends on “) rein”. If we connect this rein with the deer … well, 

considering the emphasis on workdays, the concern with “time[s] of year,” the desire for 

respite, and the poem's emblem for respite—the icing over of the stream or “ravage” of 

work, an image of winter—the image of the deer is re-troped to an absurd level, a 

reindeer being the kitschy harbinger of winter vacation days. I would not stress this final 

note, but I have included it because it is a humorous but  not unreasonable connection to 

make.

Conclusion

The poem “nervous people” is strange and even funny, but it is a poem that can be 

read very closely. Although this poem was written by thirteen or more authors and its 

creation was mediated by an inhuman piece of software, a single speaker with certain 

concerns and desires can be identified in the poem. The poem is neither accidental nor 

inconsistent. All poems written with Outerverse.net reflect the peculiar process by which 

they were written, but some of them such as “nervous people” can stand as poems in their 

own right.

The composition of Outerverse.net and Another Verse has been a compelling 

experience, and the performance itself was even more compelling. I look forward to 

future performances. Would repeated performances with an experienced group of 

performers change the outcome? Could they produce more developed poems? I also look 

forward to future iterations of Outerverse.net. How could Outerverse.net be improved? 
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What other performances and programs does this initial experiment inspire? What other 

forms could be taken by interactivity and collaboration, in poetry? As discussed in the 

first chapter, Another Verse does not exactly break new ground. Nonetheless there is still 

a great expanse—the realm where poiesis, participation, performance overlap—to be 

explored.
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APPENDIX

The following three poems were referenced in the body of this paper. All were 

written during the March 19th performance. See Fig. 4 (page 54) for the poem “nervous 

people,” which was also written during the March 19th performance.

water bodies [Demo Poem]

Brute cute water
aways
dripping fall far a dropped heaped for the hair I can't 
read

heard hear
in the gardening smell hearted world shower streamer
kitchen weft sweet pure sweet off your tongued married
  colonies
, sweet I mirrors consume your case your runners of 
glassing
over over beans beans of fragmenting they make the carbons
campaign
somewhere column over the rainbows too hunt. kazoo
 natators michaels the toes thesis    headed thing things

kingdom

Figure 5. Facsimile of “water bodies” from printable view.107

107 Authors listed: mike, Garypaulson, vaseface, kaleysoud, guest55, beckychristofosuck, Arry.Poter, 
wolf_a.d., guest59, secretsurge, megan, discobunny, guest64, Jonathan, guest66, guest67. Published 
March 19, 2012, 3:36 p.m. “[Printable] water bodies [Demo Poem],” Outerverse.net, accessed March 
28, 2012, http://www.outerverse.net/poems/print/13/.
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dungeon crawl [Black Box Poem #5]

Its atoms always salutation sniff the leviathans dragon
  ross
andrew glad close scroll
A scoop rest log z's the sneezes A spot too darking cave
a dam in my coughing you coughing invade. famous
on the couch alcohol whatever the man the farm boy

farm boys like its noise they don't knew so nacho
  nocturnal
nights the noise crunch
sneeze serenity over all mould the overall sheeted
listen
 australopithecus secretly was romance pant
the askance and sad the instead a like poop dream
a merry one kind night the timed and tube snort
garment troll]]]]] i sinker eat
string words spring. angle iron
yr trampolined over teeth swell up
and bounce and bounce all i horning malfunction
noel
front
belt come
solid grounds jesus click
the crystals worry

Figure 6. Facsimile of “dungeon crawl” from printable view.108

108 Authors listed: mike, vaseface, kaleysoud, Arry.Poter, wolf_a.d., secretsurge, megan, guest67, gnar, 
guest69. Published March 19, 2012, 4:14 p.m. “[Printable] dungeon crawl [Black Box Poem #5],” 
Outerverse.net, accessed March 28, 2012, http://www.outerverse.net/poems/print/18/.
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spacebook [Black Box Poem #9]

slut machine clown
machine clown
drown bad can't see I don't machine bad un sinbad jest
for everyone and their jokes jest
singles single just jam joke rage
bang
dainty raging the angles to the banging bear witness
A cosmoes discloses fairness urine recessed egregious

beyond puniness
r unfit water
tomatoes toss
gallinaceous birds galax urceolata sociable
  representations
all over organisations this isn't the fools around

charactering text recreation bad lifetime risky lead
  scream
" adept stabbing twitter
cyder
star rick ross
 message sass massage aah sigh
chaser mouth
me modified comrades wind president adams president adams
atoms compose
look president adams booked go
burger gone atoms morality net net answer
align atoms Shot no more of the ad friend breach friends
of ass ham. of ham pass on a vegan manhandles vegan
mount adams
adams status breast biscuit nude statue

Figure 7. Facsimile of “spacebook” from printable view.109

109 Authors listed: mike, vaseface, kaleysoud, Arry.Poter, wolf_a.d., secretsurge, guest67, guest71, 
guest72. Published March 19, 2012, 4:49 p.m. “[Printable] spacebook [Black Box Poem #9],” 
Outerverse.net, accessed March 28, 2012, http://www.outerverse.net/poems/print/22/.
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